
Privacy & Cookie Statement 
We respect the privacy of everyone who comes into contact with Atelier de Beer. We are 
happy to ensure that the personal information you provide us is treated confidentially. 
Processing of personal data is done in accordance with the requirements of the General Data 
Protection Regulation. This privacy statement describes how Atelier de Beer handles 
personal data. 
 
Purposes and bases of data processing 
 
Your personal data will be processed by us to enter into and deepen the relationship with 
Atelier de Beer. If you order something via the website, we use this information to send you 
the product and for the financial settlement. If you no longer wish to receive certain 
information or contact, you can always indicate this and we will, where possible, stop such 
processing of your data as soon as possible. 
 
If you register via the website, or in another way, for an activity of Atelier de Beer (for 
example the newsletter or a request for certain information), order something or use our 
services, then we can also use your data for further use. to send related, relevant 
information, including information about Atelier de Beer. 
 
Which data is processed? 
For each service we ask you to fill in certain information. The fields marked with a * are 
mandatory. Atelier de Beer needs this information for the performance of the service. For 
example, a valid e-mail address is required for sending the newsletter and contact and billing 
information is required for ordering a product or service. In a number of cases we request 
additional information about the company that is not mandatory. This information is used to 
gain more insight into the types of organizations that purchase services from Atelier de Beer, 
so that we can improve our services and better fulfill the objectives of the association. 
 
Retention periods 
When someone signs up for the newsletter, Atelier de Beer stores the personal data for the 
period in which the person has not unsubscribed from the newsletter. In addition, Atelier de 
Beer will keep the personal data for the period in which it deems this relevant in the context 
of its services. The aforementioned terms apply unless Atelier de Beer is obliged by law to 
keep personal data longer. 
 
 
Information about the use of the website and cookies 
Visitor data is kept on the site. In this context, in particular the IP address of your computer, 
the time of retrieval and data that the browser of a visitor sends, can be registered and used 
for statistical analyzes of visit and click behavior on the website. These data are used to 
optimize the website. We use Google Analytics to perform analyzes. In doing so, we use the 
privacy-friendly settings of Google. More information about the privacy consequences of this 
can be found on the site of the Dutch Data Protection Authority. Read the Google privacy 
policy for more information, as well as the specific privacy policy of Google Analytics 
 



The website may also contain links to third party websites. Although these website (s) have 
been carefully selected, Atelier de Beer bears no responsibility with regard to these third 
parties and the way in which they handle (personal) data. 
 
Newsletter 
You can sign up for the general Atelier de Beer newsletter via the website. With this we 
inform interested parties about developments that are relevant for the telecom and IT 
sector. Every newsletter contains a link with which you can unsubscribe. the subscriber base 
of the newsletter is not provided to third parties 
 
 
Provision to third parties 
Atelier de Beer does not provide personal data to third parties other than by law, at your 
request or to processors who perform certain activities on behalf of Atelier de Beer.  
 
In addition to selling products, jewelry, art, etc.  Atelier de Beer also takes care of solving 
problems experienced by the end users. For this Atelier de Beer receives information from 
the end users. This may contain the following personal data: Name, last name, phone 
numbers, email addresses…. Atelier de Beer only uses this information to keep in contact 
with the end users. If the end user wants the data to be delete, Atelier de Beer will delete all 
personal data.  
 
Information requests, access, correction and right to object 
You can notify us in writing or by e-mail if you no longer wish to be contacted with 
information about our products. If you would like more information about Atelier de Beer, 
our privacy policy, or would like to request access, correction or deletion, please contact us 
at the address below. You can also go here if you want to submit a complaint. Complaints 
about processing operations can also be submitted to the national privacy supervisor. 
 
Atelier de Beer B.V. 
Dorpsstraat 21 
5061 HK Oisterwijk 
 
 
 
 
 
Adjusting privacy statement 
We reserve the right to adjust this privacy statement. Changes will be published on this 
website. Atelier de Beer therefore advises the user to regularly check this page to see if any 
adjustments have been made. The current Privacy Statement was updated on November 11, 
2020. 
  
COOKIES 
What are cookies? 
 A cookie is a small text file that is sent to your computer, mobile phone or tablet when you 
visit a website. Both Atelier de Beer and other parties can place cookies. 



 
What are cookies used for? 
With cookies we increase your user experience on our website. This way you don't have to 
enter the same information every time and we learn which pages you do or do not visit. 
Moreover, thanks to these cookies we can show personal offers. 
 
What kind of cookies does Atelier de Beer use? 
The following cookies are used when visiting Atelier de Beer.nl: 
 
Functional cookies So-called "functional cookies" have a functional role within our website. 
For the purpose of optimizing the functionality of the website. 
Analytical cookies to determine which parts of the website are of interest to our visitors, and 
to optimize web pages, we continuously measure the use of our website with the help of 
third-party software, such as Google Analytics. We use cookies for this. You can also use the 
chat functionality on Atelier de Beer.nl by means of this cookie 
 
Tracking cookies These cookies allow you to see advertisements from Atelier de Beer.nl on 
other websites after visiting Atelier de Beer.nl. 
 
To visit the Atelier de Beer.nl website, you must give Atelier de Beer permission to place the 
above cookies. 
If desired, you can disable cookies at many advertisers via 
www.youronlinechoices.com/be-nl via the so-called opt-out option. It is also possible to set 
your browser so that only cookies from the site you visit are accepted. You can read more 
about enabling and disabling cookies in your browser on the following website: 
www.browserchecker.nl/cookies-aanstellen-enable. 
 
What happens if I do not accept cookies? 
If you do not accept cookies, you can continue to visit the Atelier de Beer website. The 
message with the request to accept cookies will then continue to appear with each visit.  
You can visit the webshop without accepting cookies. 


